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CONFORMALITY AND SEMICONFORMALTTY
OF A FUNCTION HOLOMORPHIC IN THE DISK

BY

SHINJI YAMASHITA

Abstract. Conformality and semiconformality at a boundary point, of a

function / nonconstant and holomorphic in \z\ < 1 are local properties.

Therefore one would suspect the requirement of such global conditions on/

as /is univalent in |z| < 1, or/is a member of a larger class which contains

all univalent functions in \z\ < 1. We shall prove some extensions and new

results without any assumption on/, or with a local assumption on/ at most.

Our methods are, for the most part, different from the ones in the classical

cases. One of the main tools is Theorem 8 on the angular limits of the real

part of a holomorphic function and its derivative.

1. Introduction. In the study of conformality and semiconformality at a

boundary point, of a function/ nonconstant and holomorphic in \z\ < 1, one

generally assumes global conditions, for example,/is schUcht in \z\ < l, fis a

member of a linear-invariant normal family 3R, or equivalently, / is of class

Ua for a certain a > 1, etc. ([6], [8], [2]; for the definition of 3R and Ua, see [7,

p. 113 and p. 117]). Since conformality and semiconformality both are local

properties, such global conditions as above seem superfluous. In the present

study we shall obtain some extensions and new results without any

assumption on /, or with a local assumption on / at most.

Let D = (|z| < 1} and Y = {\z\ = 1). By a sector at f E Y we mean a

domain

S{(a, r) = {z; 0 <\z - £j< r, |arg(l - f"1*)) < a), (1.1)

where a E (0, it/2) and r E (0, cos a). By an admissible domain at f we

mean a subdomain & of D such that, for each a E (0, it/2), there exists

r E (0, cos o) with S¡ (a, r) c &. Then S contains a simply connected

admissible domain &s at f.

Let C be the complex plane, and let fi be the extended plane C u {oo} with

the chordal distance x(- >• )• Let S be an admissible domain at f E I\ let F be

a mapping from S into B, and let wEß. Then u is called the angular limit of

Fatfif

Urn x(w, F(z)) = 0
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as z -> f, z E Sç(a, r) c S, for each a £ (0, 7r/2). A mapping F from Z) into

ß is said to have the radial limit w E ñ at f E Y if

limx(<o,F(tf)) = 0

asO < f/»l.

In this section we always assume that / is a nonconstant holomorphic

function in D. Fix u E C and f E T. The three meromorphic functions

A(/)(¿)=/"(0//'(*),

/f(z) = (f-z)A(/)(z) (1.2)

of z in Z) will play important roles. We begin with

Theorem 1. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D. Let c EC

and í E T.

(I) Assume c =£ 0, and assume further that

(1A) there exists <o E C such that f^u/f has the angular limit —1/catÇ.

Then

(1B)/j has the angular limit c + 1 at f.

(II) Assume that the real part Re c < 0. Then (1A), (IB) ano* the following

(1A,) ¿wirf (lAa) are all equivalent.

(lAr) / /zas the radial limit w E C at f, an*/ f¡u/f has the angular limit

-\/catl

(\Aa) f has the angular limit <o E C at f, and fia/f has the angular limit

-\/catl

We call / semiconformal at f £ Y [2, p. 74] if (lAr) with c = -1 holds.

Thus, / is semiconformal at f if and only if one of (1A), (IB), (1AJ with

c = - 1, holds. D. M. Campbell and J. A. Pfaltzgraff [2, Theorem 4.3] proved

that iff £ {/„, and if

Um(l-|z|)|A(/)(z)|=0, (1.3)

then / is semiconformal at each f E Y. This is an immediate consequence of

(II) of Theorem 1 with c = - 1; in effect, |f — z|/(l — \z\) (> 1) is bounded

from above in each sector at f, whence (IB) with c = — 1 holds at each

f er. We note that from the needless conditions: / E Ua, follows that

sup(l-|z|)|A(/)(z)|< +«>; (1.4)
z6fl

actually, the supremum is bounded by 2(a + 1). The example of / £ Ua for

some a in [2, Theorem 4.3], which is semiconformal at each f £ Y, and which

does not satisfy (1.3), is within the territory of Theorem 1; one can show that

(IB) with c = - 1 holds at each fef.
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We call/ conformai at f E Y [6, p. 303] if/has the angular limit w E C at

f, and if arg/ÍM has a finite angular limit at f. A few explanations must be

given because / may not be schlicht in the whole D. There exists a simply

connected admissible domain &s at f, in which we may consider each branch

of arg/iu, and it has the finite angular limit at f. In the rest of the paper we

omit the phrase "each branch of" if the situation is obvious. We now

characterize the conformality in

Theorem 2. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D, and let

fer. Then the following are equivalent.

(2A)f is conformai at f.

(2B) arg/' has a finite angular limit at f.

(2C) There exists «EC such that arg/i<Ä) has a finite angular limit at f.

Again arg/' is considered in an &s at f; the same is true of arg/iu

described in (2C). Ch. Pommerenke [8, p. 257, Theorem 3.15, IV] proved the

equivalence of (2B) and (2C) for / E UDÎ, being again a superfluous condition.

In [8, p. 257] and in [2, p. 74], (2C) with f = 1 is adopted as the definition of

conformaUty at f = 1.

Now, / is said to have the angular derivative « at f ET if «EC and if /'

has the angular limit « at f [6, p. 305]. Especially, (2B) is satisfied if / has a

nonzero angular derivative at f. To consider the converse, we let ©(/) be the

set of points f E Y at which / is conformai. Then we obtain

Theorem 3. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D. Then f

has a nonzero angular derivative at almost every point of (£(/).

In other words, /' fails to have a nonzero angular limit at each point of the

subset of ©(/) of outer Lebesgue measure zero. In effect, Theorem 3 follows

from a more general result in §6. Especially, Theorem 3 in the case where/is

schlicht in the whole D, is well known [6, p. 328, Corollary 10.4].

As to the relation of conformality and semiconformality we propose

Theorem 4. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D. Assume

that f is conformai at f £ Y. Then f is semiconformal at f.

The converse is not true; for the proof, see the example of J. L. Walsh and

D. Gaier [10, p. 85] with a few modifications.

In contrast with (1.4) we next consider a local condition at f ET:

limsupl/^z)! < +00 (1.5)

as z -» f in each sector at f. The condition (1.5) is equivalent to the

condition:

limsup(l-|z|)|X(/)(z)|< +00 (1.5')
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as z -»• f in each sector at f. The set of points where (1.5) holds, is denoted by

X(f). If (1.4) holds, then Y = X(f), and if (IB) with c E C holds, then

f e X(f).
By an admissible arc A at f ET we mean a Jordan arc:

A: z = z(t) E D,   t £ [0, 1),    limz(i) = f, (1.6)

such that there exist a sector S at f and t0 E [0, 1) with z(/) E S for each

/ £ [t0, 1). A mapping F from an admissible A of (1.6) into Q, is said to have

the asymptotic value « £ ß at f along A if

limx(«, F(z(t))) = 0.

For example, the radial Umit at f is an asymptotic value at f.

Theorem 5. Ler f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D, and let

f £ X(f). Let c £ fl in the present case. Then the condition (1A) is equivalent

to the condition:

(5A) There exist «EC and an admissible arc A at £ along which fiiW/f has

the asymptotic value —\/c.

Furthermore, the condition (IB) is equivalent to the condition:

(5B) There exists an admissible arc A at f along which /j has the asymptotic

value c + 1.

We now consider the angular derivative at f E X(/) in

Theorem 6. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D, let

f E X(f), and let a £ C. assume that f has the angular limit « E C at f.

(I) The following are equivalent.

(6A) 77iere ex/s/s an admissible arc A ai f a/o/ig wA/c/i /' «as /Ae asymptotic

value a.

(6B) f has the angular derivative a at f.

(II) Assume that

(6C) for each a E (0,7r/2) there exists r E (0, cos a) äwc/i í/iaí / - « neuer

vanishes in 5f(a, r).

77ie/i the following are equivalent.

(6D) r/iere exwfi an admissible arc A at f a/ong w/jicA /r u /ias the asymptotic

value a.

(6E)/f „ has the angular limit a at f.

(III) i/na"er the condition (6C), i/ie /ow conditions (6A), (6B), (6D), ana" (6E)

are equivalent.

Theorem 6 is an angular analogue of the result [6, p. 305, Theorem 10.5] on

schlicht functions; (6C) is satisfied if/is schlicht in an admissible domain at
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Now, for / we define the meromorphic function, called the Schwarzian

derivative:

S/ = A(/)'-5A(/)2-

Let

1 + t(z, w)
a(z, w) = |log-;- ,       z,w £ D,

1 - t(z, w)

be the non-Euclidean distance, where

r(z, w) =|z — w|/| 1 — zw\

is again a distance in D (see [9, p. 510]). Let

H(z,p)= {wED;a(w,z) < p)

be the non-Euchdean disk of center z E D and radius p £ (0, + oo]. We now

give criteria for f E X(f) in

Theorem 7. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D, and let

f E T. Then the following are equivalent.

(7A)SEX(f).
(7B) Urn sup|f - zplS^z)! < + oo as z —» f in each sector at f.

(7C) For each a E (0, it/2) there exist r E (0, cos a) and p E (0, + oo] such

that f is schlicht in each H(z, p), z £ S¡(a, r).

2. A detailed study of angular limit. We consider the conformai

homeomorphism 0 from D onto a given sector Sx(a, r) at 1 as follows. Let \p

be a conformai homeomorphism from D onto the half disk

{z; 0 <|z| < r"/(2a), |arg z\ < w/2),

so that the extension of \p to Y sends 1 to 0. Then 0 is given by

$ = 1 - ^»/*; (2.1)

the extension of $ to Y sends 1 to 1. For g holomorphic and bounded,

\g\ < 1, in D, we use the notation

g»(z) = (l-|z|2)|g'(z)|/(l-|g(z)|2),       zEZ>.

Lemma 2.1. For each ß E (0, a),

lim inf 4>*(w) > 0 (2.2)

as w-> 1, H- £ $~l(Sx(ß, r)).

Proof. Let t(z) be the r-distance of z E Sx(ß, r/2) and the boundary

9S,(a, r) =SX (a, r) — Sx(a, r) of Sx(a, r) in the sense

t(z) = inf{T(w, z); w £35, (a, r)}        (t(1, z) = 1).
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Then it is easy to see that

liminf<r(z)>0 (2.3)

as z-> 1, z S Sx(ß, r/2) (for the proof, consult [9, p. 511, Theorem XI.2]).

Now, for each fixed w, with $(w) £ Sx(ß, r/2), we let F be the inverse of $

in the T-disk

Z)(4>(h>)) = (z £ D; t(z, O(w)) < t($(w))}.

Let

*(z) = f((t(0(w))z + $(w))/ (l + $(w)t(<I>(w))z)),

z E D, and let

g(z) = (*(z) - w)/ (1 - fir*(z)),       z £ ¿X

Then the function g is bounded, |g| < 1, in D, with g(0) = 0. Schwarz'

lemma now yields that

T($(W))/<D*(w)=|g'(0)| < 1,

whence follows (2.2) from (2.3).

Theorem 8. Let g be a function holomorphic in an admissible domain & at

f E T. Assume that the real part Re g has a finite angular limit at f. Then the

function (f — z) g'(z) of z E & has the angular limit 0 at f.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case f = 1. Let a be the angular limit of

h = Re g. Then, for each ß E (0, it/2) we may find a E(ß, tt/2) and

r E (0, cos a) such that h may be extended continuously to the closure

S, (a, r). Let $ be as in (2.1), and let

F=g»$-fl(f0 ®(w) = g($(w)), w E D).

Then // = ReF=A°<3> — a is continuous on D, harmonic in D with

H(\) = 0. Now, H may be expressed as the Poisson integral of H(e"),

t E [0, 2tt\. According to the lemma of A. Zygmund [11, p. 72, Lemma 6],

(l -|w|2)|F'(w)| < 2U(w),       w ED,

where U is the Poisson integral of the continuous function U(e") = \H(e")\,

t E [0, 2ir\. Since U(\) = 0, it follows from the well-known theorem [9, p.

130, Theorem IV.2] that

lim (1 -\w\2)\F'(w)\ =0. (2.4)

we.D

Now, for each w E ®~l(Sx(ß, r/2)),

(1 -|*(h0|>'(*(»0)| = (1 -\w\2)\F'(w)\/^(w). (2.5)
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Combining (2.2), (2.4), and (2.5) we obtain

lim(l-|z|2)|g'(z)|=0

as z -> 1, z E Sx(ß, r). Since ß is arbitrary, and since |1 - z|/(l — |z|) is

bounded in each Sx(ß, r/2), Theorem 8 follows.

Proof of (I) of Theorem 1. Assuming (1A) we set

h-ftJf (2-6)
in an admissible &s at f. A simple calculation yields

fs (z) = 1 - h(z)-l[(S - z)h'(z) + 1],       z £ K (2.7)

Since h has the angular limit — 1/c, (f — z)h'(z) has the angular limit 0 at f

by Theorem 8. Therefore (IB) follows from (2.7).

Now, assuming (II) of Theorem 1, which will be proved in §4 by another

method, we give

Proof of Theorem 2. (2C) => (2B). The real part of the function H =

-i log/j.w, defined in an &s at f, has a finite angular Umit at f. It then follows

from Theorem 8 that

h(z)=[l-i(S-z)H'(z)Yl

has the angular limit 1 at f, where h is defined by (2.6). Therefore

arg/' = arg/í;ü) - arg A

has a finite angular limit at f. Since (2A) => (2C) is trivial, the rest we should

prove is (2B) => (2A). The assertion (2B), together with Theorem 8 for i log/',

shows that ifs has the angular limit 0 at f. By (II) of Theorem 1 ((lAa) with

c = — l),/has the angular limit « £ C at f, and fiu/f has the angular limit 1

at f. Therefore arg/j. u has a finite angular limit at f, so that (2A) holds.

Assuming (II) of Theorem 1 we also give

Proof of Theorem 4. Since (2C) holds, it follows from the same argument

as in the proof of Theorem 2 that h of (2.6) has the angular limit 1 at f.

Theorem 4 now follows from (II) (lAr), with c = — 1, of Theorem 1.

Here we append

Theorem 9. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D, let f £ Y,

and let c £ C be arbitrary. Then from (IB) follows that

(9A) (f - zf%j(z) has the angular limit \(\ - c2) at f.

Thus, if /is semiconformal at f, then (IB) with c = - 1 holds by Theorem

1, so that (f — z)2Sy(z) has the angular limit 0 at f. However, the converse is

false because 1 - c2 = 0 for c = 1 also.

Proof of Theorem 9. After a short computation we have

(i - z)2S7(z) - (£ - z)// (z) + fs (z) - i /f (z)2,
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which, combined with Theorem 8 for/j, shows (9A).

3. Normal points. Let g be a function meromorphic in D, and let f E Y.

Then f is a normal point of g if

Umsup(l -|z|)g*(z) < +00 (3.1)

as z -» f in each sector at f, where

s*(0=|s'W(i+|s(O-
Let ¿V(g) be the set of normal points of g.

Lemma 3.1. Let g be a function meromorphic in D, and let f E N(g).

Assume that g has the asymptotic value toEÍÍ along an admissible arc at f.

77ien g has the angular limit « at f.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case f = 1. The lemma follows on

proving the following:

Assume that g is meromorphic in a sector Sx(a, r) at 1 such that

sup    (l-|z|)g*(z)< +00. (3.2)
zeSi(a,r)

Let A be an admissible arc at 1 such that A C Sx(a, r). Assume that g has the

asymptotic value « E ñ at 1 along A. Then for each ß E (0, a),

lim g(z) = « (3.3)

as z^> 1, z £ Sx(ß, r).

For the proof we consider 0 of (2.1). Then a terminal part of A =

®-l(Sx(ß,r)),thatis,

An{\z- 1|<p}

for a p £ (0, 1), is contained in a sector at 1. On the other hand, the

composed function F — g ° <t> satisfies

sup(l -|z|2)F*(z) < +00
z£D

by (3.2) with $*(z) < 1. Therefore F is normal in D in the sense of O. Lehto

and K. I. Virtanen [4]. The assertion (3.3) now follows from the celebrated

theorem [4, Theorem 2], applied to F, and from the described property of A.

Lemma 3.2. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D. Then the

following are true.

X(f) c N(f'). (3.4)

IfÇ £ X(f) and if « EC is arbitrary, then

SEN(fs)nN(f,Jf'). (3.5)
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Proof. Let f E X(f). Since

r<\\Kf)\,
we obtain £ E N(f'); this is (3.4). To prove f E N(f¡) of (3.5) we let

ß E (0, it/2) be arbitrary. Then there exist a E(ß, it/2) and r £ (0, cos a)

such that/j is bounded in S¡ (a, r). Consider $ of (2.1), and let

s{y) = /i (£*(h0),       w E Z>.

Since g is bounded in D, it is easy to observe that

sup(l-|w|2)|g'(nO|< +00. (3.6)
wED

Since

(l-|w|2)|0'(w)| = (l-|^(w)|2)$*(w).

it follows that

(1 -|^(w)|2)|//(^(w))| = (1 -\w\2)\g>(w)\/&(w). (3.7)

It then follows from Lemma 2.1 with (3.6) that the superior limit of the

left-hand side of (3.7), asw^l.wG <&~\Sx(ß, r)), is bounded, which shows

that f £ N(f¡) because offf < \f¡\. To prove f £ N(fs¡a/f), we consider h

of (2.6). Then

(? - z)f'(z)2 - (« - f(z))[ -f'(z) + (f - *)/"(*) J
n'(z) =

which, combined with

|(f-z)/'(z)|2+|«-/(z)|2

(Í - ¿)2/'w2

> max[|(f - z)/'(z)|2, 2|(i - z)/'(z)(« - /(z))|

shows that

Therefore f E JV(A) if ? E X(f).
Proof of Theorem 5 and Proof of (I) of Theorem 6. Now follow

immediately from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.

4. An auxiliary function. The main aim of the present section is to prove

Theorem 10. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D, let

f E T and let c EC with Re c < 0. Assume that

(10A) Jj has the radial limit c + I at Ç.

Then
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(10B)/Aaj the radial limit «EC, andfSa/f has the radial limit - \/c at f.

Again in the present section / is a function nonconstant and holomorphic

in D. For £ £ (0, 1) we consider an auxiliary function

/(*. 0 =
(i-12 )/'(£)

(m) * o),

where

yi(z) = (z + ï)/(\+&),       ZED.

Denoting by/'(z, £) and f"(z, ¿) the derivatives with respect to z, the function

of z:

= M/)(<píWMW + M«pí)W (4.1)

is meromorphic in D under the condition that /'(£) =?= 0. For each c E C we

consider the generalized Koebe function

*t(z) =
2c   I 1 - z )

1,       1 + z
2log 7^7 '

,     c^O,

c = 0,

in D. We now study (10A) for f = 1 and c E C; thus,

(10A*)/| Aas íAe radial limit c + 1 at 1.

Lemma 4.1. Assume (10A*). Then there exists x0 E (0, 1) such that for each

t E (0, 1),

f'(x,è)^K(x) (4.2)

and

f(x,t)^kc(x) (4.3)

as x0 < £/< 1 uniformly on [0, /].

Proof. Since (10A*) holds, there exist jc0 E (0, 1) and M > 0 such that

(i - *2)|M/)(*)I < ^
and

(4.4)

/'(*) * 0 (4.5)

for each x E[x0, I). Since (p£(x) E [x0, 1) for each x E [0, 1) and for each

£ E [xq, 1), and since (4.1) holds, it foUows that
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1+1
A/(*,9-(l-çÉ(*))A(/)(ç{(*))

(1  - JC)(1 + £*)

24 2(x + c)
= X(kc)(x) (4.6)

'Tí* 1    —   JÇ-

on [0, r]; in effect, £ < <¡p|

we first prove that

1 + £*        1 - x2

as £-» 1 uniformly on [0, /]; in effect, £ < <P{(x)/* 1 as £-> 1. To show (4.2)

/'(x,£)/^(x) = exp [X{\f(y,ii)-\(kc)(y)}dy
•'O (4.7)

for each x E [0, /] and £ £ [x0, 1), whence follows that/'(x, £)/k'c(x) -» 1 as

£ -* 1 uniformly on [0, t]. In effect, for each fixed £ £ [x0, 1), the

holomorphic function f'(z, £) of z never vanishes on [0, t] by (4.5). Therefore

there exists a simply connected domain 6¡)i d [0, t] where f'(z, £) never

vanishes. Consequently, log[/'(z, £)/k'c(z)] is well defined in fyç, whose

derivative is X/(z, £) - a(Ac)(z) in ^ We now obtain (4.7) by integration on

[0, x] (x £ [0, t]) because /'(0, £) = A;(0) = 1. Now k'c is bounded on [0, t],

whence follows (4.2) from (4.7), combined with

\f'(x, £) - k'c(x)\ =\f'(x, i)/k'c(x) - 1| |A£(*)j.

Since/(0, £) = kc(0) = 0 (£ E [x0, 1)), the similar argument shows (4.3).

Lemma 4.2. Assume (10A*), and let x0 be as in (4.4) and (4.5). Then, for each

t E (0, 1), we may find a constant K(t) > 0 such that

.     (1 - x)\f'(x, £)|
Kit)" <-V-;-t  < *"(') (4-8)

/or eacA £ E [x0, 1) and for each pair x,y £ [0, 1) wi'/A t(x,.v) < t.

Proof. Fix £ E [x0, 1), and consider the holomorphic function g of z in D

defined by

g'(z) = (l-z)/'(z,£),   g(0) = 0       (zED).

A direct calculation shows that

(1 - i»2)|A(ç{)(tj)| < 4       (r,E[0, 1)).

It now follows from (4.1), together with <p|(t)) = 1, that

(i - v2)\Hg)(v)\

< (i + „) + (l - 9t(i»)2)|A(/)(c>t(u))| + (i - ^IMViX'OI

< 6 + M = K (4.9)

for each n E [0, 1) because of (4.4) for x = ^(tj) > £ > x0. Now, g' never

vanishes on [0, 1). Therefore, a simply connected domain ^ D [0, 1) exists,
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where g' never vanishes. Thus, logg' is weU-defined in tyç, so that, by

integrating X(g)(r/) from x to v, we deduce from (4.9) that

|log g'(.y) - logg'(x)| < Ko(x,y) < Ko(0, t) = Kx (t)

for x, y of (4.8). Now (4.8) follows on setting

*<0-**■"-( 737)

being a constant independent of each £ E [x0, 1).

Lemma 4.3. Assume (10A*) wi/A y = -Re c > 0. TAen for each 8 E (0, y)

íAere exwíj xs £ (0, 1) such that

\f'(x,£)\<K(l-x)s-1 (4.10)

for each x £ [0, 1) a/io" /or eacA £ E [xs, 1), wAere K > 0 is a constant

independent of 8.

Proof. We fix t E (0, 1) (t = ¿, say). Then

Since /'(r, £)-» A:^(f) as £-»1  by Lemma 4.1, there exists xs £ [xq, 1),

depending on 8, such that

(l-t2)\f(tA)\<(\^-t)S (4.11)

for each £ E [*a, 1). Set ß0 = 0, ßn+x = ?,(#,) (n > 0). Then

f^-dfr)"   <">»> «•'»
by induction, so that /?„ ;» 1 with r(ß„, ßn+x) = t (n > 0). Now

(l-fl?+l)|/(A+|.0|

= (\ - ßn2)\Aßn,t)\(l - n\/V'<pdß»))\

<(tTt)5(1  -ßn)\f'(ßnA)\ («  >   «6[%  1))

because (p((ßn) > £ > x5 (n > 1). By induction with ßx = t, and by (4.12) we

conclude that

o-w(^Di<(i^r=(^f)
<(l-ßn)S       (n> l,££[xa, 1)). (4.13)

Now, for each x E [0, 1) there exists n > 1 such that x E[ßn_x, /?„]. Since
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t(x, ß„) < t, it foUows from (4.8) and (4.13) for £ E [xs, 1) that

(I - x)\f'(x,ii)\ < K(t)(l - ßn)\f'(ßn,C)\

<K(t)(l-ßn)s<K(t)(l-x)s.

We thus obtain (4.10) with K = K(t).

Proof of Theorem 10. It suffices to consider the case f = 1. Set 8 =

— \ Re c. It follows from (4.10) that the radial limit

/(1,£)=   Urn   /(x,£)EC
0<x-»l

exists with

|/(1, £) - /(*, 0| < (*/*)(! - *)* (4.14)

for each x E \0, 1) and for each £ E [xs, 1). Therefore

/(1.80 -{')/(£) -/(«iW)+/(©
-0^)7©- <(*/«>('-*>«

(x£[0, l),£E[xä, 1)).  (4.15)

Fixing £ and letting x -> 1 in (4.15) we observe that the radial limit « E C of /

exists because <pç(x) -» 1 as x —> 1. Furthermore,

f(l, £)(l-£2)/'(£) -«+/(£) = 0,

whence

/U0//Í0-(1+0/(1.0     (ie[*.. !))• (4.16)

Returning to (4.14) we first fix x = xx. We then assume that there exists a

sequence 4/*l with |/(1, £fc)| -> +oo. Letting A:-»oo and considering

Lemma 4.1, (4.3), in

|/(1,£,)| <|/(x1,£,)| + (/i:/5)(l-x1)Ä

we see that

+ oo<|fcc(x1)| + (*/5)(l-xI)Ä;

a contradiction. Now let ß £ C be such that there exists a sequence % /< 1

with/(l, j]k) -» ß. Fixing x E [0, 1) and letting k -» oo in

\f(l,Vk)-f(x,Vk)\<(K/8)(\-x)s

we assert that

\ß-kc(x)\<(K/8)(l-x)s

again by Lemma4.1, (4.3). Lettingx^lwe observe that

ß = limkc(x)= -l/(2c).
X-+1
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Therefore

lim/(l,£)=-l/(2c),

so that (4.16) shows (10B) with ? = 1.

Proof of (II) of Theorem 1. We have only to prove (1B)=>(1AJ,

because (lAa)=>(lAr)=>(lA) is trivial, and (1A)=»(1B) follows from (I).

Assume (IB) with Re c < 0. Then by Theorem 10, the radial limit « E C of /

exists, and that /$■,„//' has the radial limit — 1/c at f. Now, f E X(f)

because of (IB). Therefore/iw//' has the angular limit — 1/c at f by Lemma

3.1 and Lemma 3.2. The rest we have to show is that « is the angular limit of

/. The function g = « — / has the radial limit 0 at f, and

(f-z)g'(z)/g(z)=-/'(z)//i)W(z)

has the angular limit c at f. Thus, f E N(g) because of g* < jlg'/gl-

Therefore g has the angular limit 0 at f by Lemma 3.1, whence « is the

angular limit off.

We return to Lemma 4.3. For each y E [xs, 1) we may find x E [0, 1) such

that v = <pXs(x). It then follows from (4.10) with <p.*(x) = 1 and 1 - y > ¿(1

- xs)(l - x) that

*(i - *«)I/Ui)l

<K¡(l-y)'-', (4.17)

where K2 is a constant depending on xs, 8 and f'(xs), so that on 8 and /. By

integration we observe that

|«-/(v)| <(K2/S)(l - y)s,      y E[xs, 1), (4.18)

where « is the radial limit of (10B) with f = 1.

Finally we propose

Theorem 11. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D, and let

f £ T. Assume that (IB) with Re c < — 1 holds. Then f has the angular

derivative 0 at f.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case f = 1. Set 8 = \(i - Re c). It then

follows from (4.17) that/' has the radial Umit 0 at 1. Theorem 11 foUows from

Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.

5. Characterizations of X(f). The decisive result on the schhchtness of a

function meromorphic in D in terms of the Schwarzian derivative is Z.

Nehari's [5, Theorem I], which we express for the holomorphic case in

Lemma 5.1. Let <p be a function holomorphic and schlicht in D. Then
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sup(l-|z|2)2|S,(z)|<6. (5.1)
ze.D

Conversely if

sup(l-|z|2)2|S^(z)|<2 (5.2)
zBD

for <p nonconstant and holomorphic in D, then <¡p is schlicht in D.

In contrast with Lemma 5.1, the result on the schlichtness of a function <p

holomorphic in D in terms of X(<p) is the following, due to P. L. Duren, H. S.

Shapiro and A. L. Shields [3, Theorem 2], and to J. Becker [1, p. 36, CoroUary

4.1].

Lemma 5.2. Let <p be a function holomorphic and schlicht in D. Then

sup(l-|z|2)|X(<p)(z)|<6. (5.3)
zeD

Conversely if

sup(l-|z|2)|X(<p)(z)|<l (5.4)
z£D

for (p nonconstant and holomorphic in D, then rp is schlicht in D.

The second half follows from Becker's cited result that if <p is holomorphic

in D, <p'(0) ̂ 0, and if

sup(l-|z|2)|z||X(<p)(z)|< 1,
ZElD

then <p is schlicht in D.

Proof of Theorem 7. (7A)=>(7C). For each a E [0, it/2) there exist

ß E (a, it/2) and r E (0, cos ß) such that

sup     (l-|z|2)|X(/)(z)| = M< +00.
zeSf(/3,r)

Then the T-distance of each point of S((a, r/2) to the boundary of Ss(ß, r) is

bounded from below by a constant r0 E (0, 1). Choose / E (0, f0) so small

that

Mt/ (1 - t2) + 2t/ (1 - i) < I-

Fix z E Sç(a, r/2) and set

g = f ° <p;    <p(w) = (tw + z)/ (1 + tzw),    w E D. (5.5)

Since

X(g)(w) = X(/)(«p(w))«p'(w) + \(<p)(w)

it follows that
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{l-\w\2)\X(g)(w)\

r(l-H2)      2t\z\(\-\w\2)

< (1 - l»MI>(/)(,M>| -^ ♦ ~^

< Mt/(\ - i2) + 2i/(l - t) < 1.

Thus g is schhcht in D by Lemma 5.2, so that / is schlicht in H(z, p) with

p = a(0, 0- Since z E 5f (a, r/2) is arbitrary (7C) follows.

(7C) =* (7A). Let

t = (e2" - 1)/ (e2" + 1) (5.6)

and consider g of (5.5) for each z E Sç(a, r) this time. We then apply Lemma

5.2 to g schlicht in D. Then |X(g)(0)| < 6 by (5.3), whence

|/(l-|z|2)X(/)(z)-2rz-|<6

so that

sup    (l-|z|2)|X(/)(z)| <2 + 6/r,
z e S¡ (a,r)

which shows that f E X (/).

(7B) => (7C). For each a E'(0, tt/2) we choose ß and r as in the proof of

(7A) => (7C) such that

sup     (l - Izl^lS/z)! = K < +00.
zeSf(Ar)

Then choose t E (0, t0) so small that

Kt2/(l - t2f< 2.

Fix z E 5f (a, r/2) and consider g of (5.5). Then

Sg(w) = S/(<p(w))(P'(w)2,       w E D,

because <p is linear. Therefore

'20-M2)2
(l-|w|2)|§g(w)|   =(l-|«p(w)|2)|S/(<p(w))|

(1 - ,2H2)'

< Kt2/(l - t2f< 2.

Consequently g is schlicht in D by Lemma 5.1, whence/ is schlicht in each

H(z,p),p = a(0,t).

(7C) =» (7B). Let t be as in (5.6), and consider g of (5.5) for each z E

S¡(a, r). Then
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i2(l-|z|2)2|SXz)|=|Sg(0)|<6

by Lemma 5.1, so that

sup    (l-|z|2)2|S/z)| <6/i2,
zeSç (a,r)

from which follows (7B).

Lemma 5.3. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D, and let

f E X(f). Assume that (6C) holds for an « E C. Then f E N(ftJ.

Proof. First, (7C) is vaüd at £ E X(f). Then it follows from (6C) that (7C)

for g = \/(f — «) is true. Therefore (7A) for g holds, that is, J E X(g). Since

\(g)-X(/)- 2/7 (/-«),
it follows that

ftJ*Vfi» W *l/U-z)+¿ [X(/)(z) - X(g)(z)].

Combined with^w < \ \f¿u/ftj, the last equality shows that f £ N(f^J.

Proof of (II), (III) of Theorem 6. The equivalence of (6D) and (6E)

follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 5.3. To prove (III) it suffices to

ascertain the equivalence of (6B) and (6E). Actually we can prove much more

as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 12. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D. Assume

that f has the angular derivative a E C at f E Y. Then f has the angular limit

« E C at f such that fça has the angular limit a at f. Conversely assume that

there exists «EC íucA that f{ju has the angular limit a E C at f E Y. Then f

has the angular limit « and the angular derivative a at f.

Proof. First half. It is easy to see that f £ N(f), and that/has the radial

limit « at f. Therefore « is the angular limit by Lemma 3.1. The first half

immediately follows from

fs,a(z)=fAz + (!;-z)t)dt
Jo

on letting z -+ f in each sector at f. To prove the second half we prepare

f'(z) = fLa (z) - (I - z)fi„(z),       z £ D. (5.7)

Letting z -» f in each sector at f, and considering Theorem 8 for f¡M, we

deduce from (5.7) that / has the angular derivative a at f. Multiplying both

sides of (5.7) by (£ - z), we know that / has the angular limit « at f.

6. An application of Plessner's theorem. Let /be a function nonconstant and

holomorphic in D. Let 93(/) be the set of points f £ Y such that there exists a

sector at £, in wnich a certain branch of arg/' is bounded either from below
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or from above. If one branch of arg/' is bounded from below (above) in a

sector at f, then the same is true of every branch of arg/'. Since 39(/) d ß(/),

Theorem 3 now follows from

Theorem 13. Let f be a function nonconstant and holomorphic in D. Then f

has a nonzero angular derivative at almost every point of 93(/).

For the proof we need a lemma. Let S = Sx(a, r) be a sector at 1, and set

Sf= [z;rXzES,q<\z\< l}, (6.1)

where q = (1 + r2 - 2r cos a)l/2 and f E Y.

Lemma 6.1. £acA nonempty closed subset F of Y may be decomposed as a

finite union of nonempty closed sets Fv (I < v < N) in the following sense:

N

F = U Fr;    Fjf) Fk =0     if j * k; (6.2)
v=l

each open set

G„ = U S?       (K v < N) (6.3)
fe/;

is a Jordan domain with the rectifiable boundary;

N

U Sf = (J Gv;      Gj nGk=0     iff * k. (6.4)
fef v=\

Proof. Let a be the length of S n (|z| = q). Then the boundary of each

connected component of the left-hand side of (6.4) contains at least one arc

on {|z| = q) of length a. It is now easy to obtain Fv's satisfying (6.2) and

(6.4). The rectifiability of the boundary of each G„ is proved by the familiar

method (see, for example, [6, p. 324]).

Proof of Theorem 13. Choose the sectors S„ (n = 1, 2,... ) at 1 such that

each sector at 1 contains, and is contained in, respectively, one of S„'s. For

simplicity we denote S*s = (S„)f of (6.1). Let An be the set of points Ç EY

such that/' never vanishes in S*¡. Then An is closed (n — 1, 2, . . . ) on Y, and

oo

»(/) C U A„. (6.5)
n=\

To each An ¥=0 we apply Lemma 6.1 with S = S„. Then we obtain the

decomposition

k„

U Ank= A„, (6.6)
fc-i

described in (6.2), with
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U 5J - U Ç*.
?e¿„ k=\

where

Gnk =   U  S&       (1 < * < *ä).

Fix one branch Lnt of log/' in GnA. (1 < k < &„). Let

Aïkjm = {I E A^lvn Lnk < m in SjJ},

¿rtjm - {? S v4nÄ; Im 1^ > -w in S|}, (6.7)

where Im denotes the imaginary part, and m = 1, 2, . . .  and/ ranges over

the set J„ = {j; Sj C Sn). Then each ^„^m and each A~kJm together with the

union

Ankjm — A kj   UA*nkjm ™nkjm ^ Txnkjm

are all closed on Y. It is not difficult to observe that

»(/) n Ank = (J   U 4**, (6-8)
m=\   j

It now follows from (6.5), (6.6) and (6.8) that

*nkjm'

1=1     J^Jn

»(/) = U   U   U   U ^w (6.9)
«=1    A = l    m=\   J^J„

Thus if L„^ has a finite angular limit at a.e. point of v4„^m for each quartet n,

k, j, m, then our theorem foUows. Fix n, k, and let m be a conformai

homeomorphism from Donto Gnk, whose extension to Y sends B^jm on\oA^m.

Since the boundary dGnk of G„t is rectifiable, <p is conformai at a.e. point of Y

(see [6, p. 320, Theorem 10.11]). Furthermore we note that dGnk and Y have

the common tangent at a.e. point of Ank, whence at a.e. point of A^m.

Therefore a.e. point of 5„^m is not a Plessner point [6, p. 323] of g = L^ » <¡p

because of (6.7). It now follows from Plessner's theorem [6, p. 324, Theorem

10.13] that g has a finite angular Umit at a.e. point of fin^m, whence the same

is true of L„¿ at a.e. point of A,^m.

Remark. It is easy to see that 5B(/) - ©(/) is of measure zero. In effect, at

a.e. point of 93(/), log/', whence arg/', have finite angular limits.
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